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LSA Projects Ltd have worked alongside Geschwender Gmbh of Germany to supply 
industry leading High Pressure Laminate lockers and leisure furniture to the UK 
market since 1990. Working with the client and manufacturer to create bespoke 
solutions for numerous project across the Leisure, Sporting and Education sectors as 
well as growing numbers of commercial projects.

Geschwender are experts in High Pressure Compact Grade Laminate (HPL) lockers 
and fittings finished in fantasy veneers or a range of gloss or matte colours as well 
as an extensive range of solid surface materials; giving the client free reign to create 
beautiful furniture fittings and counters without concerns of durability or longevity.          

The High Pressure Laminate offered by Geschwender is regularly specified in the 
Leisure and Education markets for its durability in extreme conditions. In addition to 
the high humidity and cleaning chemicals, their products are often exposed to physical 
strain. Geschwender’s HPL solutions have undergone generations of daily use in 
schools and leisure facilities and have proven themselves the strongest contender in 
all installations.
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Center Parcs Woburn, Holder Mathias Architects (2014)

Center Parcs resorts are known for being the best holiday destination choice for families 
in the UK and Europe, their range of swimming and leisure facilities are second to none 
drawing in millions of visitors every year.

LSA Projects Ltd and Geschwender have been working with Centre Parcs since 2010 to 
refit their changing areas at their UK sites. In total LSA Projects Ltd have supplied over 
2000 lockers with both coin operated and electronic locks as well as hundreds of changing 
cubicles across the various sites.

Center Parcs Elvedon (2011)
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Wembley Stadium, Populous Architects (2006)

Wembley Stadium plays host to some of the biggest sporting and music events in the 
world and the changing rooms supplied by LSA Projects Ltd and Geschwender often share 
in the limelight.

The immaculate appearance of the Gechwender HPL changing facilities installed to the 
players and staff areas back in 2006 are a testament to the quality and endurance of the 
product.

Following the success of the Wembley Stadium project this design has been rolled out to a 
number of professional football clubs in Europe.
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Athletic Club Bilbao, IDOM Architects (2013)

Geschwender’s HPL lockers and other pieces of changing furniture are present in 
numerous professional sports arenas across Europe.

The draw of Geschwender products in this industry comes from the flexibility of design 
enabling the customer to match finishes to team colours as well as pre-existing interior 
features making it perfect for new build projects as well as refits.

Everton FC, Formroom Architects (2012)
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Wymondham Leisure Centre, Saunders Boston Architects (2015)

Wymondham Leisure Centre is one of many public sports and leisure facilities to 
incorporate Geschwender products.

Lockers and cubicles were installed across wet, dry and spa changing areas for public and 
school use.

“LSA’s service was very proactive and responsive, creating various options for the client 
and design team to discuss. Their collaborative approach was first class and LSA have 
ultimately helped to deliver a durable, ergonomic and striking product at great value.”
Nathan Swift, Director - Saunders Boston Architects
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Corby Pool, AFLS+P Architects (2009)

“When designing Corby East Midlands International Pool quality products were a key 
priority. LSA Projects were able to provide the right solution with changing cubicles and 
a keyless locker system which met high standards, were durable and easily cleaned. An 
integrated turnstile, locker and door access system prevents unauthorised access to the 
gym and health suite. The lockers are extremely secure and in the seven years since 
opening none have been broken into. The software to the system enables an easy review 
of locker use and their history which supports potential operational issues. Dial in support 
is available if required, something which we have used very infrequently. I would be very 
happy to recommend LSA Projects as a team and the fact that their products look good and 
do the job required”

Liz Hudson, Facility Manager at Corby East Midlands International Pool
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Sea West Resort Denmark (2009) The Hub Regents Park, David Morley Architects (2005)

The numerous flexible standard locker designs from Geschwender mean that the product 
can be designed and installed to fit a range of complicated or size restricted spaces. 

The designs can be drawn up by either a third party architect or by in house experts at 
Geschwender in order to find the best solution for any installation.

“We were impressed with both the quality of their installation and with the input they 
were able to offer during the design stages, working with us to overcome detailing issues 
and achieve the finished product the client was looking for.”

Mark Davies, Lead Architect at David Morely Architects.
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Dream Fit Gym Zaragoza (2014)Gimnasio Go Fit Vallehermoso (2014)
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San Mames Stadium, Thomas Wellness Group (2014)

Lockers and changing facilities in public leisure centres and schools can often me most at 
risk of vandalism and malicious damage; the High Pressure Laminate used to construct 
Geschwender products is the most resilient material on the market making it almost 
indestructible in all installations.

As well as the HPL pieces themselves the hinges supplied by Geschwender are guaranteed 
for 10 years and in most instances far outlive this guarantee with no requirement for 
replacements and little need of repair.

Top: Nottingham Emmanuel School, Seymore Harris Architects (2008)  
Bottom: St Catherines School (2011) St Josephs Catholic College, Mosscrop Associates (2006)
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Puls Killesberg Stuttgart (2014)

The alternative uses of hardwearing HPL and having a consistent theme across a project 
are recurring requests put to LSA Projects Ltd and Geschwender. 

The design and production process allows for almost any furniture to be built using the 
same HPL materials as the lockers and cubicles; meaning reception desks, bars, cupboards 
and even walls can be produced to give a cohesive feel throughout any facility.

Zahnarzt (2014)
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The current standard laminate range offered by Geschwender 
is ‘Farbwelten’ or ‘Coloured World’.
The collection draws inspiration from history and nature, 
organising colours and textures into groups designed for use 
together.
As well as these standard finishes the full range of NCS 

colours are available as well as other fantasy veneers and 
solid surface materials.

Leos Sports Club Munich (2006)
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